Wilmington University – Master’s in Homeland Security

Earn a homeland security degree that's relevant to your career. Gain hands-on field experience in security preparedness and work under the direction of faculty who are experienced professionals.

Homeland security plays an ever-growing role in the protection and operation of our government, businesses, and lives. This fast-paced and constantly changing field has grown to encompass much more than simply "security." Military and law enforcement agencies come together with other disciplines such as risk management, public safety, and information security to protect the human, financial and physical resources that define our way of life. With a Wilmington University homeland security degree, you'll learn the skills needed to make an impact -- and you'll do it in a way that fits your life.

The Master's in Homeland Security requires completion of 33 credits.

Required Core Courses:

- MHS 7000  Contemporary Issues in Homeland Security
- MHS 7001  Sociology of Terrorism
- MHS 7002  Legal Aspects and Policy of Homeland Security
- MHS 7003  Risk Assessment and Management
- MHS 7004  Crisis Leadership
- MHS 7033  Research Methods in Criminal Justice
- MHS 7020  Capstone

Students will choose a concentration. Concentration courses listed below:

Safety and Security Concentration

- MHS 7005  Border and Transportation Security
- MHS 7006  Topics in Intelligence
- MHS 7007  Strategic Planning in Homeland Security
- MHS 7008  Fundamentals of Bio-Terrorism

Organizational Leadership Concentration

- MGT 6501  Organization Theory and Design
- MGT 6503  Leadership Development and Change Management
- MGT 7400  Analysis of Decision Making
- MGT 7800  Strategy in Organizations

Information Assurance Concentration

- SEC 6010  Planning for Information Security
- SEC 6025  Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) Applied Systems
- SEC 6030  Operating System and Computer Systems Security
- SEC 6040  Web and Data Security
Wilmington University is regionally accredited by the Middle States Commission on Higher Education.

For more information contact:

Contact: Rebecca Lawton
Program Specialist
Wilmington University
31 Read’s Way
New Castle, DE 19720
Phone: (302) 327-6521
Email: rebecca.l.lawton@wilmu.edu

Additional information: http://www.wilmu.edu/behavioralscience/mhs.aspx
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